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Disclaimer

https://www.inchcoin.org/

The purpose of this white paper is for information only and to present INCH Token to holders,
cryptocurrency exchanges, and other interested parties. The information provided may not be
exhaustive and does not in any way imply any elements of a contractual relationship. Its sole
purpose is to provide relevant and reasonable information.

Introduction
The INCH token (INCH) is a social media-driven decentralized cryptocurrency with a ﬁxed supply of
100 Million tokens that was initially launched on August 1 2021 at $0.0001 and reached a peak of
$736,511.72 market cap with an all time high price of 0.007365117206. It is currently listed at
0.00066736 on dextools with a market cap of $66,735. The token was launched by Canadian
co-founders Greg Hung and Terry Masson on the Ethereum blockchain from Vancouver, Canada. We
have plans to migrate the inch tokens to the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) to offer a cheaper and
faster purchasing experience for future token holders. The INCH token was co-launched in Canada
at the same time as the NOMAD token, with different tokenomics as an educational experiment to
see what token holders would value more. Both tokens have their roots in cryptocurrency education
and knowledge sharing.

Full Transparency & No Rug Pull Guarantee
A unique element of the INCH token is a fully transparent education and community driven
cryptocurrency project. The co-founders live streamed in person almost every aspect of the
token’s journey from launch, liquidity pool creation, token lock up, and token migration to the
binance smart chain. As a commitment to our holders in Sep 2021 both co-founders locked their

.

10% share of their INCH coins in a trusted secure 3rd party until Jan 1 2022
https://www.team.finance/explore

Vision
Our goal is to onboard millions and millions and millions of people to safely and securely enter the
crypto space with the education, guidance and leadership of the most honest and transparent crypto

.

team in the entire world

The INCH Education Token was the Vision of Terry Masson. Canadian Crypto Investor from Kelowna,
Canada.
 e are the most honest and transparent team in the digital asset space with a strong community
W
backing. Our mission is to take you inch by inch and step by step into the wonderful world of crypto
until you are comfortable enough to navigate the blockchains and educated enough to make
informed decisions on your own.
 e teach newcomers all the ins and outs of how crypto works. They gain experience and confidence
W
using NOMAD and INCH Tokens as their first safe crypto purchases. With our "No Rug Pull Guarantee"
they can learn the process safely and continue on their education being lifetime holders.
Through our education channels we can safely navigate you through this new industry helping you to
achieve generational wealth from crypto.
This vision is achieved through the project’s strengths:

●

●
●
●

Both Co-founders have a combined 16 years experience as Educators online and Offline.
Terry Masson was previously a National Director & Instructor for a Canadian National
Massage Business for 9 years . Greg Hung transitioned from a 13 year career in IT to Online
Instruction in Content Creation and Cryptocurrency for the past 7 years.
The co-founders are fully transparent and have shared their journey from launching the token
publicly to locking up the tokens
Co-founders are both Canadian and public figures that do not hide behind logos or animal
icons.
The project has an ambitious roadmap to migrate tokens to energy efficient blockchains
like Binance Smart chain, Cardano ADA, and Polygon Matic.

●

Full transparency in our projects to help build trusts and confidence to grow this project for
the long term

The INCH token is one of the first set of tokens created in Canada by Canadians and is at the
forefront of crypto’s third wave (the ﬁrst being Bitcoin, the second being Ethereum/Dogecoin
proof-of-work). INCH is fully adapted to the future of the DeFi ecosystem leveraging next-gen
Proof-of-Stake (PoS) technology across multiple blockchains.
Versatile & Adaptable – INCH Token is blockchain agnostic. While initially launched on
Ethereum (as an ERC-20 token) we have filed applications to migrate to the Binance Smart
Chain to alleviate fees purchasing on the ethereum blockchain. We have plans to migrate our
tokens to Polygon, Cardano and Solana blockchains. This versatility is a key quality of INCH
token allowing it to not only be accessible through more exchanges & markets & benefit from
the strengths of each particular blockchain.
An Innovative Canadian Project - The NOMAD & INCH Ethereum based tokens being launched in
Canada are a win for the country alongside other milestones in the Cryptocurrency world such
as the first Bitcoin ATM in Vancouver Canada, and the first Bitcoin and Ethereum Exchange
Traded Funds (ETF’s). Our tokens are on the cutting edge being bridged to multiple changes
and being integrated into Non Fungible Tokens (NFT). We hope to trailblaze the way for other
Canadians to get involved in cryptocurrency through the education & knowledge we share.

Transparent – Unlike other cryptocurrencies that are shrouded in anonymity and lack of
transparency, NOMAD token has 2 visible co-founders Greg Hung & Terry Masson from Canada.
Community Driven – Community is the very essence of INCH Token: an ecosystem of digital
nomads, remote workers, digital artists, marketers, entrepreneurs, and enthusiasts looking to
collaborate and socialize. We have already engaged the online community to help with our website,
graphic design, and provide input for key decisions in the project. The core of the community is here
for the long term.

NFT-Ready – NFT’s have gained mass popularity in 2021 and nomad token co-founder Greg Hung
has experience minting NFT’s. He is working with a Dutch Digital Nomad Illustrator in Mexico to
build an NOMAD NFT collection on platforms like Opensea. There are already plans in November
2021 to hold workshops to teach Digital Nomads to mint their own NFT’s. The event will be
NOMAD token access only providing an example of the use case of the tokens for education
purposes and skillshare. After our NOMAD NFT project we may look at leveraging our expertise in
NFT’s to launch an INCH token NFT project.

The Value of Social Tokens
Social Tokens Will Disrupt Industries
Social is powerful and our tokens got inspiration from another social token called Million on
Youtube. It is the only element that can drive exponential growth, seen in the rapid rise of
social-media networks.

It is important to consider the INCH Token within the context of the current crypto market place.
The CEO of RealVision and former Goldman Sachs executive Raoul Pal went on TheDeﬁant
podcast in July 2021 discussing this emerging sector in cryptocurrency

"I took some macro bets on the future of where this is all going including communities and social
tokens," Pal commented.
According to Pal, in the near future, businesses will soon be centering their efforts around
communities. They will be driving their own value systems through social tokens, and beneﬁtting
from the network effects of those systems.
Pal also pointed out that the social tokens industry will move from a billion dollar business to a
trillion dollar business over the next ﬁve or ten years. INCH Token is perfectly positioned to take
advantage of this new movement.

INCH ROADMAP
Phase 1
✓ Setup website, graphics, and social media channels
⧖ BSC Network Integration
⧖ Exchange Listings Coinranking.com
✓ Founder Token lockup at team.finance
✓ Collaborate with Off & Online Influencers to provide exposure
Phase 2
⧖ Cryptocurrency Online Course for Beginners to Advanced
⧖ Provide Education on Buying Tokens for Beginners
⧖ Migrate Tokens to Cardano ADA
⧖ Launch On Polygon
⧖ Exchange listings on Coingecko.com & Coinmarketcap.com
⧖ Exchange listing on Crypto.com
⧖ Exchange listing on Wealthsimple
⧖ Exchange listing on Coinbase
⧖ Accept payment in INCH token

Phase 3
⧖ Partnership with Celebrity Inﬂuencers
⧖ Collaboration with Fortune 500 Brands
⧖ 1 Billion Market Cap

Tokenomics
INCH has a ﬁxed supply of 100 Million tokens and the tokenomics have 4 zeros after the decimal
currently at .00066736. There are 114 holders for INCH across Ethereum. There are no large whales
as the co-founders combined own 20% locked up.

Taken from etherscan on Nov 8 2021

Token Details
Token Name

Inch Token

Token Symbol

INCH

Total Supply

100,000,000

Token Type

ERC20 Token

Token Main Blockchain

Ethereum

Decimals

9

Smart Contract Address

0x78f2467318ac8009cb0abc82c34d0265314e9661

https://etherscan.io/address/0x6339bd92eaa3cb8e629b06449e08b90581a33cea

Token Distribution
The token was distributed on the Ethereum blockchain using Uniswap Liquidity Pools.

Founders

Terry Masson
Terry is a habitual entrepreneur and avid investor. He got his start at the age of 21 running his own
investment club which made him enough money to buy a used Honda Civic. He went on to create and
grow several businesses from wholesaling razor blades, to having an eBay store, to currently running a
nation wide massage training school and clinic.

Terry's passion is helping people, whether it be freeing them of their pains through massage or improving
their personal finances. He is a born leader and educator with the dedication to onboarding millions of
people safely into the cryptosphere, so they can create generational wealth for their families, just like Terry
has.

Project Contact Email: Inchcrypto@gmail.com

Greg Hung
Greg Hung is a Canadian Cryptocurrency Entrepreneur and Content Creator from Vancouver, Canada.
Greg has a BA in Communications and an MBA from Simon Fraser University (SFU). He started his IT
career with the Canada Revenue Agency and had a successful IT career in the private sector for over a
decade in Vancouver.
He lived the Digital Nomad lifestyle for over a decade in Asia, mostly in Taiwan, Thailand, and Malaysia.
Greg Bought his first bitcoin in 2017 in Chiang Mai and got back into Crypto in 2020. He tapped into his
technical skills in 2021 to help create the NOMAD and INCH Erc20 tokens.
Project contact: info@thenomadcoin.com

INCHToken
Oﬃcial Website https://www.inchcoin.org/

